
Let’s start!

Hello! How are you?

I’m fine.
Thank you.



Chant.



School things



Let’s learn the new words.

pen rubber pencil ruler book



Remember.

rubberpen rulerpencilbook

1. называем предметы
2. первый предмет исчезает. 
запоминаем его и проговариваем 
весь ряд еще раз (5 предметов)

3. еще один исчезает. проговариваем 
весь ряд (2 «невидимых» + 3 

видимых предмета)
4. когда предметы все исчезнут, 

ученики должны с легкостью 
воспроизвести их 

последовательность



Listen and put the school things in the right order. Check.

1 2 3 4 5



Ex. 2. Listen and chant.

Pen, pen, pen

Rubber, rubber, rubber

Pencil, pencil, pencil

Ruler, ruler, ruler

Book, book, book



Watch the video and enjoy it!



Look! Answer the questions.

It’s a rubber.It’s a pencil.It’s a ruler.It’s a book.It’s a pen.



How many … ? What colour … ?

How many books can you see?

I can see 
seven books.

What colour are they?
Red, pink, 

yellow, blue, 
purple, green 
and orange.

How many rulers can you see?

I can see 
four rulers. 

What colour are they?
Blue, red, 
yellow and 

green.

How many rubbers can you see?

I can see 
six rubbers.

What colour are they?
Green, pink, 
red, orange, 
yellow and 

purple.

How many pencils can you see?

I can see 
ten pencils.

What colour are they?
Red, pink, 

green, purple, 
yellow and 

blue.

How many pens can you see?

I can see 
three pens.

What colour are they?

Purple, orange 
and red.



How many … ? What colour … ?

How many school things can you see?

4.

What are they?

A book, a pen, a pencil 
and a rubber.

What colour is the rubber?

It’s blue and red.

What colour is the pen?

It’s green.

What colour is the pencil?

It’s purple and pink.

What colour is the book?

It’s yellow.



How many … ? What colour … ?

 It’s a train.

What colour is the train?

 It’s red.



Look! What can you see?

I can see a train!School things!It’s a book.It’s a ruler.It’s a rubber.It’s a pencil.It’s a pen.



Let’s read!



Who’s this?

It’s Rosy.

It’s Billy.



What’s this?

It’s a pencil.

It’s a pen.
It’s a ruler.It’s a rubber.

It’s a book.



Ex. 3. Listen and read.

  that’s right –

          please –

here you are - 



Who says … ? Match.



Watch the video and enjoy it.



Choose the correct answer.

1) The ruler is green / yellow.

2) The pencil is red / green.

3) The pen is blue /purple.

4) The rubber is blue and yellow / red.



Answer the questions.

What colours do you know?

What school things do you know?

Do you   like  this train?



Workbook



pen
book

rubber
pencil


